THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION

Morality Research Group Conference

Tomorrow Larry Feldman, Ed Sparks, Chip Stevens and Pete Casperon are heading for Dartmouth to make their report of the Babson Council for Morality. At Dartmouth they will meet with over a hundred other New Engeland Discus "Sex on the College Campus." This topic has been given deep study by Babson's council and the representatives should offer important contributions to the Conference.

The Conference at Dartmouth, with representatives from both men and women's colleges in the area, will offer as informal atmosphere for much needed discussions of contemporary college sexual practices. It will be interesting to see how many of the questions of the college authorities will be met. A lot between personal happiness, equal opportunity, success vs. the established moral standards of his society.

THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION

The "Sexual Revolution" is a term often used today to illustrate the changing values and attitudes towards sexual freedom. Revolution, Evolution, and Growth. Evolution gives the observer a trend; revolution, a new stage, a turning point. There has been no sudden overthrowing of moral standards in the past few years. The fact that this movement towards sexual freedom can not reach its full realization in the near future.

Freed in the early 1960's, released "startling" statistical data on sexual behavior of the nation, and gay men began to think in 1969, and focus on the pressure of a new sexual trend in social welfare.

The moral answers came out that we have guessed as "promiscuous," crazy and irresponsible. But it's the evolution that has stages where it reaches a certain level of norms and standards of earlier generations, but this new sexual era is a new opportunity for sexual freedom that has been underutilized for so long.
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To Whom Do We Listen

The subsequent dangers of the anti-war protest marches have already manifested themselves in the Soviet newspapers of last week. These papers picture and report the minority marches as the majority voice and opinion of the American people. Any doubts which may have fixed in the American soldier's mind while they were fighting in Viet Nam, will certainly be lodged even deeper in their minds when they hear this distorted evidence.

Twelve miles from the Babson campus, a mob of 1,000 students gathered on the Boston Common in protest of President Johnson's policy in Viet Nam. With a confidence in attitude more certain than our own State Department's, the protestors cried for change, cries ostensibly generated by the fears of the people of South Viet Nam. Temporary and Inadequate microphones and a license to parade were the only credentials which distinguished this crowd from a directionless, meandering herd of animals. In their cause for freedom, they have had time for neither bath, nor shave, nor haircut. The strong Trotmen St. breeze was not enough to dispel the odor emanating from the protesting bodies.

These speakers had all the proper credentials for speaking, but their words went almost unheard. They could not be heard because theeditors, those that agreed with them un-equivocally. The large segment of anti-protestors saw only a mob of the speakers, and could hear not a word.

The irony of the protest lies in the fact that the participants would more likely not be classified as physically and mentally unfit for the draft. Their insecurity about being drafted is quite likely un-founded. Some few instigators must have dug deep into the bowels of Boston and Cambridge to gather up this motley group of goldurns.

The response to the demonstrations on the part of conscientious students, was not long awaited. On Friday, 4,000 Boston College students signed a statement backing Johnson's foreign policy. Yale and Michigan State followed suit with more colleges encouraging the same action. Twenty professors from various colleges throughout the nation outlined the developments to date in Viet Nam and stated that only a small percentage of professors hold that these developments were instigated by U.S. aggression.

Which media of expression seems to be the most mature and democratic? Is an unorganized, disorderly group with no alternative in mind, to be given any attention whatsoever? Or are we to remember more clearly the rights of public speakers, to exercise their rights in the fashion of mature human beings. Both groups are acting within constitutional rights, that is the right to assemble and to petition. Only one of these groups is exercising a right in an attitude that would have pleased the designers of this constitution.

Cannibal Kings

The Babson Institute wax Museum is filled to overflowing with problem children, illegitimates, degenerates, runaways, and many other less than desirable children that are kept at bay by the college student. For many years, Roger Babson has wanted to show the world his model of the "complete" man, a model he had always expected to offer. When he babbled about his crumbling memorial to choose his characterless characters, he saw so many manifestations of his dreams that his eyes were almost blinded. But he had never hoped to assemble a universe of the idle rich comparable to this museum.

The ideal zehl should have been quite simple to find, but due to the failure of the unnecessarily complex and bubbling administration their immemoral, cavernous halls, the task was three times as difficult. Everyone had his own idea of the ideal fool, and there seemed to be at least ten to fill every description.

Why, the fools were everywhere. Unfazed by anything in their expensive, Henry Ford sports cars and their choice, executive black Cadillacs and Chevrolets, they did not look like fools.

These boys carry the weight of the world and future generations and their natural (never padded) shoulders. These are the cream of the crop. They are the smart (Jelly Bean and the Ice-cream) (560, 120); why, their mental bracket is only three point five (3.6) of the normal person rich, and you say we don't have adequate admissions requirements? Shame on you, fool! Rich ($1,000,000 and up) and poor ($500,000 and up) all live inside that, or at least fighting for the same (a signal attribute of purity and virility) and there are even some red (from alcoholic brown brains), we've read them all, a cross section of the upper crust... and aren't we formost?

For the Babson student in a cultured animal, to him, "How To Succeed in Business Without Really Trying" isn't a play, it's a goal. To him, a play is something to make... for the nearest ideal broad, the nearest he'll ever come to a concert is to Mars and the moon at a school orgy or the Palace Bar in Boston. A reading to him means the morning listing of criminal offenses and his summons... Would YOU want a more capable person "pushing the humanity button"?

Smoking their stolen Benson and Hedges ciggies or some other compatriot brand, they have the greatest respect for the Army-Navy Supply surplus. Their jacks are carefully tailored in drab-green. Their voices, speakers of the 'we are too busy' sort. Their reputation for making decisions and the other impossible implements of their directing states give them the desired look of polished poverty. They spend hours fanning their bald, untapped brains. Their kitchen is a permanent problem, their dormitory a permanent solution. These cultural abodes, these animal shows, show respect, or at least openness for companies by poor, struggling administration and their most part-culture, children, waiting for an example to be set by an elder, when the professional, mercantile society, was not always filled.
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The Wax Museum even boasts the busts of many successful... usually successful due to nepotism, gainfully born friendships, or other scurrilous means! How can there be respect for some of these faculty members when they have never worked a day in their lives in what they teach, or those that did were mostly failures! The quick goes the grift,ショーガール, the riff, and their present to the dismal swamp of their future. These boys are not a idle rich or, for that matter, they are.

They contest for the stapporiest appearance possible. Anyway one can count the school dress rules, or rather lack of them, in the "SLACK" way. One boy wears pans split down the local seam, and he does for three days. They try on their only coats of purchasing his stem-long use of them. Another has never changed his whole outfit for the past term. In sum, standards are revered once the Babson boy has (if he has any), is a record.

To show a spark of humanity is to be soft. The sting of their mockery can be as concerned with the society they are creating as the Internal Combustion engine is with the dead tree. Their goal is to be efficient and cheap. Framing on mid on like the ladies of Trial and Square, they would do well to laugh at the same time. At least then they would accomplish something, an eightfinger glove or a scare three miles long! The by-products of the Babson crowd are a group of videos as the histories of their organs and escapes in arcs, and their acco-normal instruments in the art of love. These gross distortions are a monstrosity of character and of love. Or, if they aren't distortions, then every of them should be, since it is this distortion that they have been taught.

The flashy cars, cheap clothes, cheap liquor, and even cheaper models of innocence that flood this campus constructs a horrifying image of the surface clothes, filthiness, and heavily corrupt society that we have inherited and shall will to others. These boys, brought from the "bombers" houses, where it's dusty, dark, a fine unhappiness used to be the standard taught and demonstrated, are a discredit to the society, the nation, and their station in society. They have dropped into their ease position in society completely opposite from the way the middle class was dropped from society, not a saving grace for society; no, they are the cannon kings of life.
S.A.M. Accepts 18

REPORT TO MAILROOM!

The following is a list of students who have not yet placed their boxes for the box program. It is recommended that you provide them as soon as possible, as there are many important notices being delivered via boxes.

Lewig L. Cohen
Lawrence G. Counts
Seth Cummings
Lindal A. French

Deane E. Hoffman
Howard B. McCenna
Robert E. Miller
Frederick Olenon
Gordon A. Talak
Frederic Snider
Mark A. Waldron
Barry Waldron
Data Prince
Stephen Syatt

Fellows
Faced with buying a gift? Try us! It won't be the ordeal you dread. We'll do the gift wrapping of course and mail if you desire.

All you have to do is leave a little money with us. What could be easier?

59 Central St.
Charlton

Open Friday Evening

The Music Box

NEW FROM KHL!


KHL has put a stereo tuner in their Model Eleven. And what a tuner it is! Essentially the same solid state tuner that Julian Hirsch of hi-fi/ stereo reviewed called "...one of the better FM tuners I have seen, regardless of price."

KHL calls its new portable music system the Model Eleven-FM. It weighs only 29 pounds. (A portable that's really portable!) But it's heavy enough when it comes to solid musical performance.

The Eleven-FM can do everything. It plays stereo and monaural records, receives FM and stereo broadcasts, and it drives outputs so that you can make tape recordings of records or broadcasts.

And most important, it has KHL quality throughout.

KHL Model Eleven-FM $279.95

37-39 CENTRAL ST. WELLESLEY, MASS. 02181

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY

West Coast Corporation recently recognized that countless staff members, including students and faculty, are looking for a summer job. The corporation is offering a no-franchise fee basic exclusive distributorship. This is a product to distribute through the college market. The distributor will receive a royalty on each unit sold. The product is a compact, lightweight carbon monoxide detector that provides early warning of carbon monoxide levels.

Not only is this a unique opportunity, but it also offers an excellent way to make money while gaining valuable experience in business management and marketing. If you are interested in learning more about this opportunity, please contact the company directly for further information.

For more information, visit the West Coast Corporation website at www.westcoastcorp.com or call their toll-free number 1-800-123-4567. You can also email them at info@westcoastcorp.com.
The Monday of this week, October 25, the market declined sharply lower. Although the overall trend this week was profit taking in the so-called "cool" sector and the drop was marked by relatively heavy buying, there were a few indications that after the previous six days rise the market was beginning to struggle at the levels. Although the market moved down to the 900 level, the long-term pattern still looks bullish and, in steel, production should continue at the rate that has prevailed in the past. For 1955-60 could not look better and a major decline would put many stocks in the under-priced category.

For the trader, caution is the watchword. The high prices such as those of NVO and FII have experienced considerable profit taking, but it is not the time, in view of the tremendous price rise in these stocks over the past few days, for heavy profit taking. There is little to be gained. In these cases you may have to face a choice between buying something else that has sold, if you believe it, or may or may not be in selling. Although the market still seems full of steam as evidenced by the NASDAQ, volume is still increasing and some believe that this is an indication of the public reading into the market. Looking at corporate profit margins which have been a mainstay of news reports, it appears that the trend is upward. These upward profit margins are a factor in tightness of credit because lower in the credit it may help turn the tide.

For the immediate outlook, certain conditions still exist. We are seeing a reaction to somewhat lower levels. It is possible that we may see some short interest ratio both from institutional and individual investors. This ratio is still closely followed by most investors and is probably one of the most important indicators of market trends. It is also a fact that interest in reading from the stock market data is high and the overall trend is the same as all and I see a steady trend set in. In the past, L. I. feels that it would not be much beyond the 900 mark, but if it continues at this pace, it would be a trader's paradise.

How Does The M.I.P. Work?

The M.I.P. is neither a monthly investment plan in its systematic method of saving and lowering the cost of buying shares of the particular stock you have selected to buy $100 every four or three months. The agreement between firm and fund is that if the stock is down and so designated by the investor, the investor may stop payments from time to time.

The plan works as follows. A form is filled out and mailed to the investor by the investor himself, informing him as to the stock he has selected for investment, the amount he wishes to invest, whether he wants to invest in a single or multiple order basis, for example, you select to invest $100 every fourth quarter. Here for example. At Chrysler you are selling for $100 a share. If you have 50 shares, you would be able to buy one full share and 50 fractions of another stock. These are then added to the fourth decimal place. Out of the $100 comes the broker's commission of 4% which is further reduced by $100. The balance of this, the purchase price of the stock, is paid to the seller. Many M.I.P. customers let their orders accumulate until they have enough to buy and then they do the more economical way of investing $100 every four or three months. As stock dividends are issued, they are recorded on transactions of the next quarter.

In the selection of the stock or stocks (you may invest in more than one stock, get from each different sector another form must be completed and treated as a separate contract) it is advisable to consider the cost of the investment. Dividends are automatically reinvested in the purchase of stock and account being credited for any full 100 shares. The dividend is paid directly to the broker from the company unless the customer specifies otherwise. The investor may invest in the stock any time after the investment has been completed. The investor may invest in the stock any time after the investment has been completed. In the case of the MIP, the investor may sell stock at any time after the investment has been completed. In the case of the MIP, the investor may sell stock at any time after the investment has been completed. Therefore, there are no restrictions on the type of stock that the plan holds. The plan may have stocks of various types and in various sectors of the economy.

The M.I.P. is an excellent way to diversify your investments. It is a good idea to consult a financial adviser or broker before investing in a M.I.P. to make sure it is right for you. For further information and a free brochure, please contact one of our customer service representatives.
Bobby Beaver is in the groove! A movin', a groovin', a makin' a go-go. Only one thing stood in the path of Beaver's having a fun, fun, fun term at the moment — midterm exams.

A midterm exam according to that eminent authority on educational trends, Lance Van Cool, is something which, all of a sudden, in five short weeks, sprouts up on you and forces you into a frantic cram session at the Sir Ian MacNab Library for a night of hair-pulling and head-strangling. Bobby eventually found that this definition had fallacies, fallacies in the face of warming seasons. Thus at the start of his sixth week, Bobby Beaver was worrying about the curtailment of his educational pursuits.

Boy, had those five previous weeks been a heck of a ball. First there was a wide, unthieted week of orientation. Biologic tears came to Beaver as he thought of — scooping intellectual honey from Wellesley College with Lutey Lynn — chugging along with Lance Van Cool down at the local pub — and that crazy, free wheeling shaving cream fight at the Black-Hawk dormitory. Nostalgia which turns into heartache the week after midterms! To straighten out his messed up mind he decided to fly off to Manhattan for some canoeing, sweetie, Laura Lockjaw.

O Laura, O Laura dear
My balled heart weighs a thousand pounds
Things is bad, bad things I fear
Bad marks, bad times, I've been a clown
Now, in my time of need you must come to me
Although you're only Seventeen,
After completing the epic ballad, Bobby was angered to see his evil roommate, Richie,Grohan enter his den of infamy. The wealthy Gothamite slammed his door, muttered a curse, and grabbed his hero by the collar of his shirt, thus smashing up his low tie, "Hey" scorched Bobby, "what's that for?" "For putting shaving cream in my shirts and meaning power in my pillow last night," quipped the evil one.

Bobby, That wasn't me, that was Peter Prep.
Richie, Oh, that means that my act of vengeance was all in vain.
Bobby: Whatever it is, you'll pay for this.
Richie Over my evil dead body! Suddenly, something occurred to Bobby. He shoved Richie away and played a game of make-believe, where his life, together, speakin' new X-Kel with different with flat trees. That was a minor tragedy however; his gas tank had diabetes.

A black day at Babson for Bobby Beaver!
The dorm room had speeded slowly to the modern mail room. No mail as usual, Babson, Lutey Lynn approached him, believed him in the shoulder and said, "Bobby, baby, I got a great date lined up for you for the dance, Saturday night. "Hurrah," muttered Bobby, "well do you want it," said Lutey, Bobby thought for a split second about Laura Lockjaw and then replied, "Sure, I'll go!"

Truly Frankie turned out to be quite a delightful Miss. There was one thing peculiar about her — she hated Bobby Beaver! She dumped on his Boston accent, she criticized his Princeton haircut and she spewed out in derogatory terms, as oral dissertation on CANNABILATI at BABSON INSTITUTE. Not that, but Bobby couldn't even hold his own. The night of the dance he was when he tried to impress her with his version of the dance. She laughed at him and sold him that he was a chauvinistic animal. The highlight of the night occurred when Bobby pranced off the floor to buy Truly a "singer she." Instead he pranced out of the ballroom, jumped in his X-Kel, which by this time had moneys, and sped back to the institute where that terror of terror, Richie Grohan was waiting for him. In the next Bobby Beaver episode, things are going to be better for Beaver (Stevy better). Also the most int

For Motor Company is:

A key dimension of any job is the responsibility involved. Graduates who join Ford Motor Company find the opportunity to accept responsibility early in their careers. The earlier the better. However, we know the transition from the academic world to the business world requires training. Scholaristic achievements must be complemented by a solid understanding of the practical, day-to-day aspects of the business. That is the most direct route to accomplishment.

Stephen Jaeger, of the Ford Division's Milwauke District Sales Office, is a good example of how it works. His first assignment, in January 1963, was in the Administrative Department where he had the opportunity to become familiar with procedures and communications between dealerships and the District Office. In four months he moved ahead to the Sales Planning and Analysis Department. He spent several months in terms of sales history, market penetration and potentials, and model mix. This information was then incorporated into master plans for the District. In March, 1964, he was promoted to Zone Manager working directly with 19 dealers as a consultant on all phases of their complex operations. This involves such areas as sales, finance, advertising, customer relations and business management. Responsible job? You bet it is—especially for a man 25 years old. Over one million dollars in retail sales, annually, are involved in just one dealership Steve contacts.

As a growth company in a growth industry, Ford Motor Company offers an exceptionally wide spectrum of job opportunities. The chances are good that the openings exist which fit your particular representative when he visits your campus. We are looking for men who want responsibility—and will be ready for it when it comes.
Hit and Run?

By DOYD WEISS

For those of you who read last week’s article, “Hit and run man,” it’s important to note that the article was not written at a school for a short period, given that grades and letters never leave the school. Mr. Weiss, the teacher who wrote the article, has been asked to leave the school due to his continued work on this issue. He said, “For the most part, this is not the first time this has happened. I am now running a program to work out the details.”

The theme of the columns makes clear that the conversation was about the very nature of the situation. In addition, the one thing lacking at Babson is an apparent absence of competition among the students. This is a necessary thing for students to develop ethics in business. Not only is it a lack of motivation on the part of the students. Finally, when I confronted him with the idea that he is not a potential “Hit and run man” he commented, “I can see why students worry about it. I hope that by the end of the semester the competition of the ‘Hit and run man’ will be in terms of baseball league. My name is OFF not GONZALEZ.”

Alumni Panel Discussions

Students of Marketing, Marketing

students participated with Babson Alumni in three panel discussions on Marketing, Entrepreneurship, and Careers. The event was sponsored by the Alumni Association and the Babson School of Business Administration, and was held in the Alumni Hall on October 23, 2005. Alumni panelists included: Lisa H. Sheehan ’83, and William J. Smith ’83, former Babson Executive Officers; John E. Flaherty ’94, President and CEO of Babson Corporation; Kevin M. Coyne ’93, President of Standard Corporation; and Robert J. Smith ’94, Managing Director of Babson Venture Partners.

The panelists discussed various topics, including entrepreneurship in the global economy, the importance of networking, and the role of Babson in fostering innovation.

The panelists highlighted the importance of networking and the role of Babson in fostering innovation.

Alumni Panel Discussions

Alumni Panel Discussions

Jeff Wolff, President, Babson Alumni, said that Babson’s modes of delivery are dictated by the nature of the program. He added, “It doesn’t depend on your liberal arts orientation, but your appearance is in one of the other groups or not.”

Fred Jeun,spokesperson, Babson Institute, in a statement to entertainers, local long hair is used as a symbol of the rock and roll group, but in relation to teenagers, it’s for attention and with them it is a fad. It seems that “subways for sleeping” is an acknowledged fact. In addition, New York’s subway system is a symbol of效率, to improve their physical appearance, and hair is a bad, but that long hair is a trend and will stay in style, with people like Will and whom it looks well.

Learn to Dance AMERICAN, LATIN & DISCO style DANCES

All Ages Private or Group Lessons

French Dance Studio

Wellesley Square 325-1187

“Featuring a most complete Newsstand”
Over 50,000 Paper Backs In Stock

SUNSHINE FOR EVERYTHING GOOD

Sandwiches - Coffee - Frappes
- Ice Cream

Where You Meet Your Friends

Open 6 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.

The HOUSE of PIZZA

Is Open Everyday

Including Sunday

Between 4:00 a.m. & Midnight

We specialize in party service and deliver orders of ten or more

PHONE 448-1139

184 GREAT PLAN AVENUE, NASHOUM, MASS.
Babson Behind Johnson

Last Wednesday night at the Peavey Gymnasium about 60 Babson students demonstrated their support of the United States policy in Vietnam. This was in sharp contrast to demonstrations held last week in Boston condemning the administrations stand in the war abroad.

The first public showing on the Hart Ham situation by Babson students was anti-picketed pigeons in last week's freeborn demonstration. Last Wednesday's action was sponsored by Tom Smith, athletic director of Babson Institute, and its participants were chiefly let-

EPICUREAN SOCIETY HOLDS FIRST MEETING

by BOB WEISS

The Epicurean Society held its first Eating Meeting Monday, October 13 at Ken's Steak House in Framingham, following a Cock- tail Hour, the members adjourned to their upper which consisted of omni soup, a tossed green salad, steak, potatoes and carrots fol-
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ROAD SERVICE
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NORFOLK COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
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termen from Babson Institute's seven varsity sports.

Along with coaches, team cap-


tains, and players was Jim Beil-

ler, president of the Student Gov-

ernment. When interviewed Jim said that, "the hope that for once our boys in Viet Nam got some positive news." When asked about the rest of the student body Jim replied, "Many of us said we feel the same way we want to indicate that not all American students feel the way the press-
tors do.

The carefully and professionally spontaneous demonstration grew out of a general feeling among students in the athletic program that too much attention was given to the protesting students, whom they felt did not represent the majority view.

Sox coach J. Gordon Burnes said, "I think it's about time (the protesting students) stop clamor-


 Hey Spooks! The Ugliest Horrible Halloween Masks You've Ever Seen

Also Wigs, Bead Kits, Feet, Bands, etc.

Bermor's

55 Washington St., Wellesley Square

Brown Coll
Full Leather Lined
Full Double Sole
Leather Heel
Mahogany Reverse Welt Around Heel

$24.50

Call
Wellesley 34 3-5000

3-5000

Daily

Friday Evenings

9 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

Until 5
Except for a few isolated numbers, Joan Baez does not explicitly protest in her music. She will instead sing her interpretations of Anglo-Saxon ballads, American mountain tunes, and Negro and Mexican songs with a feeling and control that have made her one of the great forces in today’s musical revolution. Her presentations show continued contact with reality and the premise that life must persist.

When she first started singing, she never thought she would be either a folk legend or a devoted spokesman for social justice. Though she never wanted to leave Boston, the 1959 Folk Festival at Newport changed her plans. She was immediately in the national limelight, with demand appearances from coast to coast. Much of this interest was given to her by Manny Greenhill, her Boston agent, and she began her rise to fame. For Joan, the festival still performs only part of the year; so she does not become a "product." She is a common sight on the major Civil Rights marches and has worked for UNESCO. Her marches and actions for peace are famous with her fans and "innamorous" with the government. Each year, having the courage of her convictions, she withholds the percentage of her income tax she feels would be used for weapons of destruction. The television network that did not let Pete Seeger perform because he won’t sign a loyalty oath usually finds themselves without the services of Miss Baez.

Joan could be described as active while inaction. Big Sur, California is her year-round home interrupted by annual concert tours. Joan and those in the area are fortunate to hear her perform in the nearby coffee houses.

Flash: Her latest album, "Farewell Angelina," is another gem. As songwriters are wont to do on their new albums, "It’s all over now, Baby Blue" — until her next stellar performance.

**COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE**
Wellesley Hills — 5-5047
Estate at 746
Sunday, September at 4:35
Now! 7 days ending Ten, Nov, 2
"You can’t afford to miss it!"

**School of Fine Foods & Ice Cream**
at NATICK FORD Rd. 135 Natick
Call CE 8-8330 and arrange for a demonstration ride either at Natick Ford or on Campus.

See and drive the amazing Shelby G.T.350 Mustang at BERGSON'S
Bergson's Ice Cream
1077 Great Plain Avenue Needham, Mass.
"Have you tried our new Gelato?"